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About This Game

You are a brave warrior who came to this world to save its inhabitants.
Here you will be met by awful monsters, such as huge spiders, wolf-werewolves, bears, unicorns ...

The essence of the game, like any clicker, is to quickly press the button to the finish.

Features:
- Nice graphics in the style of "drawing paints"

- Random generation of levels
- Atmospheric soundtrack

- Steam achievements
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Title: Immortal Heroes
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
azimut team
Publisher:
azimut team
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: xp, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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I like the Bloody April because it gives you the Sopwith Triplane, which is a great plane. All the planes like Triplane, the
Sopwith Pup, and the Nieuport 17 GBR are great to fly.. ZZZZZZZzzzzzzzz. I think I fell asleep half way through. This game
should be free, thats how boring it is compared to the real board game.. 3\/10 It's an ok little game with some funny dialogues
which takes less than a hour to complete.

*Edit (since many people are irritated why I don't recommend it)*:
The problem with the recommendations on steam is that they are given by many people for mediocre games. I only recommend
games, I want other people to take note on. That's what recommendation means. It doesn't mean "it's was an ok game, I felt
entertained for a bit, but I will never think about this game again, nor feel the wish to talk to anybody about my experience with
this game." The price tag does matter, but that doesn't mean every free game is worth a recommendation. A thumbs down
doesn't necessarily mean it's a bad game, for me it only means it's not in the circle of games worth recommending. At least that
is how I interpret Steam's binary voting system..... A great game with solid controls. It can be difficult at times but overall it's
fun, plus it gives you that challenge that feels SO good to overcome.. Bought for the collab part - but that isn't actually
implemented :(

Really too bad because the whiteboard is pretty much the only really usable implementation of all that I've tried so far.. Not my
style. 9\/10.
Something new and really original on Steam among bunch of Indie trash!
There are a big amount of advantages:

A huge world game, that is interesting to discover.

Game is filled with a lot of hidden features and objects, like rare enemies, weapons and biomes.

Game isn't easy, but at the same time isn't hard.

Spectacular and high-intensive gameplay.

Nice graphics and good optimization during the dozens of active enemies and asteroids on screen.Minuses:

In my opinion, sometimes it's diffifucult to orientate during a big wave.

I'd like to have more music tracks.

Please, add Multiplayer, and it'd be really cool!. I just got this game tonight and I think it deserves a review. I was
looking for something a bit different that would pleasantly occupy my mind and Cyadonia just fits the bill. First
off the game loads fast and has smooth transition between windowed and fullscreen. The intro is very clear and
well done and there are a lot of puzzles. The puzzles are bright and fun, quite challenging and diverse and also
pretty addictive, things run in a very fluid way. Cyadonia kind of reminds me of a game I played many years ago
on PS1 which was by Net Yaroze called Pushy but saying that this game offers way more. I like the sounds,
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they're not annoying like in a lot of games that make me mute them. I'm thinking now should I play this while the
rest of the family are around and have them hijack it off me as I know they will or should I save it for myself?...
Either way I highly recommend this game if you enjoy puzzles.
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Mostly just for cards.. Worst Game EVER. Better than G-Ball!. Perfection.. An Awesome Bullet Hell

Meet QP, a cute girl (with fluffy dog ears and tail) and help her on a dangerous and epic quest to get her sweet pudding and
shoot lasers at everything and everyone that stands between her and her loved dessert.

On a more serious note, this game is the second best bullet hell (after Touhou) that I've played. Definitely reccomended.

Gameplay:  the gameplay is fun and very rewarding and passing stages feels satisfying. A piece of advice, you can
practice on Conquest mode until you can pass stages without problem. I think the Formation mechanic is pretty
innovative and offers replay value too, since you can buy more advanced formations (but of course, that requires
getting good scores since you get the in game coins from your score when you lose) so it's an incentive to get better too
:)

Art: the main characters are drawn in a very cute moe anime style, definitely a plus by my standards :D
Probably you'll like it if you like anime .
The enemies are also one of the most originals I've seen in a bullet hell and they're well drawn too in a simple but nice
style that fit well with the other characters. The background art is pretty cool and the detailed "flying over" style
reminds me a bit of of Touhou 10 and 12.

Music: The music is lighthearted and fun, which I like since QP and her friends ccould be described much the same
way, The shooting noises are standard but rather good, in my opinion. I like the OST/music.

Controls: the controls are the usual for bullet hells (Z to shoot, left cntrl to see your hitbox, etc) although the Formation
keys can be a bit tricky to use while holding Z, it can be easily solved by rebinding the keys to your liking in the
Controls menu, so that's not a problem.. ... tough call. Do you like quirky indie games? Is the price under a dollar? If so, then
mayyybe. The gameplay is pressing spacebar to hit targets, but there is a odd little story and it does run well on ubuntu linux.
This lone wolf developer took his work seriously, and I appreciate those efforts, in these light-hearted games. I think the steam
store screenshots tell the whole story, so take a look, before purchasing.. IN SINGLE PLAYER MODE, I LIKE TO USE THE
ISV-PROTO AS A STARTUP TORSO -IT GIVES A LOT OF POWER & ARMOR. SINCE YOU CAN ONLY USE THE
HOVER LEGS ON CERTAIN MISSION, THE ISV-PROTO -LEGS ARE PRETTY MUCH USELESS THRU-OUT THE
CAMPAIGN. STILL YOU CAN MISMATCH THE PARTS DESIRED AND HAVE FUN BLOWING THINGS UP.. way too
expensive for being a pathetic excuse of a game. This game is amazing and is also quite charming. Movement would make it
better though.. I like the feel of this game, it makes you want to play with it's mechanics, mesmerizes you with artistic levels and
beautiful music.
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